
Jk - re Shea letters of 9/27/76 in HFK and MK cases BW 10/2/78 

&s you will know from the carbon you will have reeeived by now I wrote Shea 

immediately sfter returning from the Thursday status call in 75-1996. My purpose vas 

te inform him as rapidly if not as completely as possible because I ses serious 

problexs for beth sides in what he wrote and because I believe he was wisiaforaed. 

What i wrote him was based on what I recalled after the hasty and incomplete skimaing 

of the letters when they were handed te us outside the courtroom. Now I'll go over 

them more carefully, 

Before getting into this 1 want to raise several considerations. Firat there is 

the endless misinforsing within the Government and extending with regulerity to the 

court. I believes it is the responsibility of Government counsel to be securately in- 
formed end not te misinfort. A less polie® wey of putting it is to ond the lying. 
Phere will be no ond to this case umiess we can bring this to an end. My disposition 

is to feres the issue. The other consideration is to ssex and obtain a date by <hich 

full compliance is assured, with eanctions if it is not done. fhe stalling and stone- 
walling is wasting both of us. I'm sorry if Shea hae lost staff because it does mean 

problens but this case is now almost three years old, the problems that exist are 

almost all of deliberate FBI creation and I don't have enowh time left for this 
dancing of ritusliged minuets jast because thet is the way it has bsen done. There 

has te come a time when the FAL steps Scintelproing us all. I'd rather force the 
iesue and loge than to continuing wasting so much of the time 1 have left. I do not 

think for 2 minute that I would lose. I alse believe thet the aourt ef appeals would 

welcoge the king ef ease we would be handing it if I read eeveral recent decisions, 

like Agrks and Ray, carrcetly. The bad faith weeks in this ease and it extends to 
Government counsel. 

There is a limit to what 1 can attcibut_s to overworked coumee] being underinformed. 
i also attribute the shift in this case to women only as counsel ag an effort to inhibit 

us. lynne snd Betay Me oli the tee. “t is not just accidental and it is not possibly 
from being undermdinforsed with such grose aisrepresentations as Betsy's about the 

stipulations on 9/28. She has to have read and understood them. I do not for a minute 
believe that Shea read and did not understand the stiswlatione and I de net beldeve 
he would misrepresent them. So I am satisfied that he was deliberately mislead by 
people he believed he coule trust. if thie is the way administrative review is going 
to work, it becoues another inpedinent 46 c satisfactory end of the case. 

the FBi has also lied to Shea. i inoluded @ sample in what I wrote hin, the 
informant file numbers always being withheld, another Beckwith perjury, because of 
ah alleged but non-existing need to keep them seeret. I'll be sending him more on this,



from the first page of yesterday*s Fost's Outlock section. 4s long as Shea is in a 

position in which he hag to accept FRI felee assurances the FEI is going to perpetuate 

non~comphiance, ite unhidden intent throughout this long case. (his is one reason 

I wanted you to seek protection for me from the Sourt on 9/14 ani eakbd thet sanctions 

be invoked. It wasted an enormous awount of time for me to have to go over that 

long Beckwith affidavit ao falsely sauorne, even with phoney records created for it.) 
The judge and everyone else ia going te want te duck the issme, as vevhaps yeu 

also may prefer. 1 think the issne must be raised anc pressed, regardless of the oute 

come. For me there is no result nofbetter than my present situation. I am in orbit 

around 4 sinister star, unable te do amy cesetructive vork because of thie atl other 

wituations like it.hen there is sueh gross and deliberate lying as for exaxple about 

the stipuiations, there is no reason to believe the orbit widi decay witheut a veal 

blast. If we do not have meaningful assurances well in advance of the next status 

call, I went te eet that dlast off. The hell with everything else. I don ¢ have enough 

There ie, I believe, ao greater service I can render the Act or honest people 

within the Governvent. But i's alee selfish about it ~ I want time te worke sees 

Shea's letter to met without cheekcines I believe it doses not addreas all the 

Matters I have raised. “erhaps that is impossible for hin. 

Firet ic the "Byers matter.” Before J proceed with this I recsivei a cell yesterday 

from a midwest soures who told me that the Post-Dispatch has a front-page story 

saying thet the entire House ageassins case hinges around this fabrication. FALEA 

Yebrication st least with regard te the Hay family. The naxious gas of FHI media and 

comittes manipulation has now bloated to where the Ray family and the “eorge Wallace 

people conspired with Jimmy to do the dirty deed. 

While I have not seen what is withheld in theses recorda there can be no doubt that 

what ie within the public demain remains withheld. Example is the weli~publicized names 

of the allezed conspirators, including the several dead ones. Bven their wives have 

gone public. I teke Sheg’s letter to mean thet the FRI withheld thie imowledgs from 
him. My point is that with regard to much of the content there is 20 priveoy to pre- 
feot. i also believe it is no longer purely an internal matter when the FI has 
misugod FOIA sné brought shout this newest of its many disinformation eperations with 

regard to the “ing sssassintion, fhe posture inte whioh it has entrepped Shea is thet 

it can arrange for asgled, exclusive Aieuse of informetion that was subject to withhold- 

diag at the time the reconis were created and then continue to withhold the same informs 

tion it has propagandized the entire country with in its endless efforts to defend its 
record in the King investigation. There was saturation news coverage, including the



host extensive on local TV,ye$ the same information is still withheld. There is no 
privacy and it has mot been a purely internal matter since the beginning of this 

FBI Cointelproing of the committee and the nathon ~ arid me. 
Horeover, the “Byers matter" is rot the only such instance. The PEI bas given 

the committee what it has withheld fron me for more than a decade, #itsous any 

restriction on use of misuse (which the FEL relishes) by the comnittee. 
With regard to the comittes and others,i think Shea aga the question on the 

second part of page 2. It is not as simple as he makes it, the rights ef senior 

requestera as compared with others. With me it is the withholding after release 

te others of what + asked for years earlier, not just days earlier, even years efter 
+ have been ia court on it. This is true in both esses. It anounts to an official 
saneticning of misuse of POLA for official propaganiia and all eof this te circumvent 

the language and intent ef FOIA. 

in the “Byers matter” the ¥El did sot provide thy withheld reeorda when they 
were allegedly first discovered. 14 444 not provide the related reeeris. It rojected 
my request, foxing au appeal end it then did sot eomply in fuli. By these end other 

means it was able to manipulete a Boneressionnl comeitbee anc deny me any use of the 

recoris that could in any way deter the official progagands arranged by the sicple 
expedient of vicleting the Aet and uy rights unter it. Yasterday's St. louls story 
reflects the succees of the entire Colmbelpre operation for which FOTA is musused. 

(4 sdmtla® end was necomplished by the withholding from me of the *ritish reports 
uder phoney claims. This enabled the Bist fabrication on coast-to-coast TY and denied 
ue evidense proving the Sist ailagutious to be anown Mas before they were aired.) 

Regardless of what he intends to say in ectuality what Shea saye here is that 

everyones else has rights I alone de not have. Anyone snd everyons can ask for records 

long denied me snd then all others receive thew on an exfeusive basis and I do aot even 
get them after public usa by others. Where Shea comes to grips with this at ali it is 

Tor the pretty picture of the future, without regaré to the past and the veconis still 

withheld from as, 

I do not see the rose tints when he anticipates “uman error” because "the n<ture 

of the material being procesasd ig not apparent to a non~expert." There is no doubt 

that my requeets for eny information relating to both erinas is inclusive. 44 requires 
something mors than mere "human errer, even what for the #31 1 have come to know is 
“human error," for trains’ Sis not te be able to vocognise that the iaformstion they 

are reading velates te either of the cases.



Those he nemes as haying provided the assurances,based on which he gives ue less 

than full assurance,are the very ones who have deliberately denied me records they 
have provided to ethers and who have sworn faleely - with impubtty - to withhold. 

Sea may have no reason not to believe the most professional of withhold&rs and liars 

or he may have no Jaternatives but I cannot accepHhny sich assursnees without soue 

evidence of good faith. One such deménstration would be the immediate ending of any 

and all more recent FOIA requests on which they are working to make full response to 

my earlier ones. To « large degree this would mean no more than providing coples of 

what has already been processed for later requesters and other requesters. 

ZI see no promise to rectify past abuses by the same people and their associates. 

While it may be tenuous in the absence of any reference to this I have no alternative 

to believing that the FBI is going to do nothing about this and has been upheld on 

appeal. I have made this identical appeal often in letters net cited end much earlier 

than in the Aetters cited. 

Hoxeover, I nes no reference to this witha regamt te reconla within C.A.75-19%, 

not even to the sauple you used tvo weeks earlier at that calendar cali. fhis tells ne 
even more than thet thers is going te be the same withholding regar@less of what Shea 

is told by the withhelders, It tells me that ali involved, specifically the sane 

“cccwith and the same Government counsel, are withholding from Shea to influence what 
he can know and the basis he can have for action or decision. it thus ia entirely 

immaterial if he is honest and diligent and works hard, even overtime. 

The same people he is now trusting are those who have ignored my appeal of denial 

of two years ego, have provided the information to others and have continued to with 

hold it from me - even after we produce proof of this in court. The case is Somersett~ 

Byitesr and the other sequester is my ftiend Dan Cheistensen. Yet Sadkwith's last 
affidavit, 6/11/78, withholds the same information and prates about the urgent need to 

do it, long after they gave it to Dan. (Bresson did the same thing with my 0.A- 75-226, 

giving Emory Brom, who specified he was not using FOTA, what was denied to me even in 

eourt and even after we showed this in court.Jot only this - they filed an automatic 

appeal for Brown and it wae acted on promptly, despite claims to backlogs. )How can 

there be any trust with this. kind of record? Shea can trust these people. i do not and 

in the absence of demonstration of belated good faith will not. I'4 rather put the 

questions unequivocally before the court. Should I lose in court I'll be better off. 

Do not lose sight of the fact that hevever good his intentions Shea hes not even 
promfied me at Some future time what I requested long ago end still is denied me even 

after processing for others. Under these circumstances 1 must ask for it immediately. 

If it is not provided promptly, give it to the judge(s).



At the top of page 3, with regard to the House committee, he misses two points. 

Of course 1 have not claimed and do not believe that a committee of ths Congress is not 

entitled to information, Sgeses@eees of any underCthe-table deals, which have heen made. 
Rather do I claim that there is no right to delay ob withheld to give a pre-determined 

comittee or any other what is Kkse4/ not oxenpt and is within my requests. (ant exanple 

not cited earlier is the continued withhelding of the Patterson and Geppert informant 

material after it went into the public domain and many months after it was given to the 

coumittee for ite own improprieties, whieh included transgression into the “ay defense.) 

If the PBI did not file under MURKIN, that is totally irrelemmt except for the FRI and 

Givil Division Sointelproing of Shea and his etaff. Tyis inforwation is within several 

items of uy actual requests. | 
I dispute totallyhis reprerentation that ends this gutcgnstn take it that he 

ie saying that even if I asked for information 10 years ago and then belated! {ney 
process the seme material for the Congress, it oan atill be denied to ue after it is 

given to the Congress without any claim to any exemption. 

Separate from this he says no mora then that gfter the materiel passes ints the 

public domain they are required to do no more than “sonsider" this - with or without 
any claim to exemption not mentioned. Witheut any referenee to any claim te exemption 

here I take it be is holding that they are not required te give me what they do not 

claim is exempt and hag been given to others. I am quite prepared to contest eny 
right to withhoid what is within the public domain if there is prior claim to exexption 

even if the prioiVelaix is justified. 

Shea way have had something cise in mind. I think we should detersine thie as 

soon as we can becguse I will want to contest this vigorously at the next status call. 

ah Sse 1 Genki: en 8 sek pe Ys ah Sree Semin 
Beckwith perceived this clearly with the “Byers matter." And it worked. It also happened 

with the Horris Davis and related withholdings I appealed about two years ago for the 

first of several times. (fo response of any Kind.) 
I Know of no exemptiont that permits the Department to withhold because “we gave 

it to the Congress even if you asked for it 10 years earlier ané it is not exempt.) 

That Shea wee misled about the actual requests ia clearly reflected in the second 

paragryéh on page 3. He may be correct in deseribing my request for inforeation relating 

to the alleged “accident” of alleged "misfiling™ and any subsequent inquiry into this. 

The rest is not a new request, even in thé reference to Byers. I believe that with this 
matter so long before the Court and with 11 the undenied dishonesties in the processing 

of the records any records of any inquiry are pertinent and should be provided to both 

epunesl] and the Court immediately. Am 1 not corpect in recalling that the Government 

Man mowek feb guumeay judge? 3 Sneek an equvbet tn renkndiog guh:thet 4% hee amen 

to compliance.



When Shea says he is doing no more than referring this to the very people who 

have withheld ena withheld after they were provided with the records fron st. Louis 
and even refused to provide them when I asked for them, I can only hope, given the 

fant that they still have not complied with ay 1968 requests, that I am here to imow 

when they act on this referral. 

He is correct in interpreting uy “new” request for records relating to an 

inquiry to mean the Byers material” but he is not cofeet ind{ liniting to what 
negations Byers neme elone or the field office or FBI HG alone. 1 belisve there 

should have been on inquiry in both places and thet the inquiry should include why 

this information wes withheld from me when it is clearly within my request, if not 

in the PRI's unilateral and umagreedto revision of it. 

At this lste date I would hope there is an alternative to suit, which is how 

he concludes. But daily 1 come te believe that there is no real alternative because 

the Department peviits none.s 

If this reflect what administrative review means - even the limitation to a single 

one of my letters ~ then gird your ising. 

Shea's letter to you: 

Where it is possible to comsent on the first two pases I have elready done so. 

At the ton of page 3 he states sarrectiy that my “position secas to be one of 

logical relevanée to the assassination, without smy necessary regord fee to the file 

or office in vhich"ré¢eeente>—be. However, this ignores sy actual request and it is 

put in terms of the Fai's effort to limit my request te thet of which I was not awere 

at the tine of the requeste, its MURKIN designation. Bis formfylation also does not 

take into consideration what I did net knew end coulé not imow et the time I made the 

requests, vhere the files are losated. “y request thus encompassed ali relevant records 

wherever located and however internally deseribed. In describing the seqsest-ae- 

correapondence as “subject-matter oriented” he aleo is correct. The reason is because 

Fee f subject matter end not a NURKIN request in any way. 

his pasing of the saraittera question is correct bet that the question 
malls dows isieich acne so teh tie Geatean asosemmene sor she derecanee, on-set 

by the judge, who may well have forgetten hevfing done this early on, appears to have 

been both withheld from and misrepresented to him, as dlearly the provisions and 

limitations of the stipulations have been. 

I'LL cite a couple of exazples. I réquested certain information relating to some 
of those who heave written in the field. 4+ is entirely irrelevant where theese records 

are located or how they are designated as long as the information is reasonably 

identifiable and exists. Batey actually argue:|that because these records are not in 

MURKIN files they are not withia the request. S§je knows oetter but without his own



time-consuming inquiry, inciting a full reading of all the transcripts and going 

back to the original requests I don’t gee how Shea can know this and I can see how he 
may have to depend on others whe de not inform him fully or even truthfully. 

Not only will the relevent Huke reeords, to take a specific illustration, be in 

MURKIN = most as we now know can’t be expected to bs in Washington. Most Likely they'll 
be in Birmingham. With Me“Alian, another specific, the records may not all be in 

Boston because part of the year he lives in Frogmwore, 8.0. 1 am not required to tell 

the FRI where to search add 1 know of no provision of the Act that permits it to 

limit its search to the wrong files and the wrong pleess when it knows very well 

What to search «nd where it is. 

Another illustration of what cannet possibly be included in any MURKIN-deast gated 

file ia my request for the indexss. That made in FBIBQ to some of the Sections is not 

the only index nor the most complete ene. First there was the false vretense that I 

had not asked for indexes, « shabby end deliberate mlarepresentation by which this 

one index was withhel4 forpo lone weet of its vajue to mo was denied as a practical 

matter. They it was expurgated beyond any reason and in overt violation of the words 

ef the judge and the policy statement of the Attorney General, reducing its value at 
the time I went over it even more. Keanwhile there is no mention of eny euphis index. 

We know from the Dallas case thet a large index can be expscted ta be lecated in Meaphis. 

We also know from the Dallas reeords thet \lewphis was required to provide FRIBQ with 

an inventory of ali its King recoris by teletype of 1/6/77. Yet the withholding is 
eo total that these reesris were withheld by both FRIEQ and Memphis file processors 

and they remain withheld senths after I provided the proof of their existence. When I 

provided the Ful with this lead in the form of the Unieago response I waw lied to and 
told there were no such records from any other office. This must have been close to 

‘two years ago. 1 am certain 1 sent Shea copies of this proof. I know there has been 

complete silence on this from Civil in court or in any other way. And, of course, this 

welates to much that is within specific items of the request, not only indexes that 

i list as an example. 

When I provide this proof, glaring proof of the mont deliberate bad faith, and 

then there is no response of any kind and there is instead the equally deliberate 

@isrepresentation of the actualities of the request to the administrative ryéiew authority 

I believe it is a futility to do other than iigigate ae rapidly as poseible. There just 

is no possibility of any misunderstedding on these zebjtux points. It might have a 
good effect on other cases and it certainly should make MURKIN a curse wort to all 

Department lawyers. 

Unless this is cleared up to my satisfaction long in advance of the coming status



Call I tiink the thing to do is to note depositions. I think we should depose all those 

involved in reading, interpreting and processing the request and in “informing 

Shea and his staff. 

‘We should settle this KURKDN gherkin gnce and for all and perhaps a bit more 

with it. 

4t the rate they are stonewalling and with their apparent determination to do this 

@ saving of time and money appear certain te me. 

There is so way i can agree to any “limitation 4... to the records already 

processed by the bureau...” ty interest in them is in compli«nee with regard to them 

Sut this is not any waiver of sy actual requests and I am not about to offer or make 

any such waiver. 

The time i spent on specifying detatle of non~complience with the records already 

processed 1 spent merely because the judge required it of me after Lynne deosived 

her after dealing with us on this lessd then honestly or openly. The tine does not 
reflect any measuyenent of what ie important to se in teems ef the information sought. 

in providing the information to Shea we waived nothing and I see no wey 4+ can be 

interpreted as either a waiver or as anything other than what we could do as rapidly 

88 possible to mect the expressed wishes of the judge. 

“.eeall prevessing specifically required 28 by the Stipulation of Sugust 5, i977; 

hes been completed...” Wrong. 1 have already specified the means by whitch the FSI and 

Civil mdertook to vielate and nullify um& their own Stipulations ani I have specified 

how they were converted inte a machine for withholding what they require to be produged. 

Rt the very least searched. 

Page 4, last sentence, “... no logical purpose em...for which we would reprocess 

the records." i think compliance with the act is such a purpose. logical, too. I know 

of no exemption that permite withholding @rom Record 4 if there is no vithholding 

from Reg ord B of the same informations] addressed this in another way in my memo 

of 9/29/78 to Shea. I add that the eduission of “an unduly restrictive application” 
of FOIA with regard to the indiess apylies with sven more Sores te the records them 

selves and is actually an understatement $8%a entirely unjustifiable withholding often 
of what long had been within the public domain. Some of these withholdings were also 

in Volation of the Court's verbal Order, mever sopenied. 

Page 5, “19, Raports te Attorney Seneral.” There is reference only & “our review" 

not locating the “twice-daily” reports. There 13 no reference to a search. Ag I recall 
SA Beckwith swore that these had been provided, so he aleo swore that they exist. I Bave 

repeitediy asked for searches outside of MURKIN and “central files.” I believe this is 

required at both ends, FBI and DJ.



The same is true of the AG's order to investigate the case. There iz reference 

to review of what wae searched but no reference to any search where no scarch was 

made. Specifically, no search of any Director's or other such files or those of any 

Divisions 

With regard to referrals, finding what the FBI did te be “valid” meane that 

ineredibly lonz delays in doing anything is "valid" under a 10-day law and with 2 

cace dn court in which assurances have been given te the judge and plaintiff. 

The Long tiekler response suffers the dame flaweno search outside records already 

searched. Earlier I asked for such searches. The response does not even state that 

his or his Division's recerds were searched. While as a generality the conjectures 

offersd are reasonable, i de not believe that they ean apply in this case because 

there is no timc when further litigeticn was not in presnect or was not enticipated. 

in addition, the information we have on the Long tickler is not exactly as conjectured. 

The information does not lead to the belief that ths tiekler was either of an occasional 

copy and ci nothing else or that it wae of a nature that would lead to prompt destruction. 

Lng alse kept separate files by souething sore than 30 subgects. Thers is no reason 
to believe he cast himself in the rele of substitute file clerk. Ny impression is that 

these recoris existed during O°R's Inquiry, which followed my POIA requects 2 am cortedn 

that as of UFR's tine there is ne refevenes te their destruction. 

Casual exanination.of Enclesure 1 disclessa no intention of searching the files 

required to be searched to comply with the requests. There is no reierence to any file 

relevant to a majority of the Iteus. Shere there is an exception, as Jadge Preston 

Battle, Hy 9-48367 and mis. refa. at HG were searched bgt there was no Office of Origin 

search, among the more obvious deliberate oversights in searching thers exe the Itass 

relating to writers and te surveilianeess i believe thie is proof of deliberate non- 

compliance, not of compliance. 

Qnoe again we are back at txo sérent starting points in this case: the initial 

Girecthve that my requests be ignored, law or 20 lew; and then after we filed the 

complaint the letter signed by D4G Tyler in which lJ undertock to rewrite the request. 

it is ten years since the first abortion, three since the second. Since 11/75 I believe 
this matter has becn carried full term and thet Live delivery is overdue. i's glad you've 

agreed $0 note depositions as soon as you cam, to start them imediately efter the nert 

etatus cali and what 1 forgot to ask, that you make clear the initial limitation to 
those personally inveived in the search aha précessing is net an indication this is 

all but rather is an effort to aveld what may be unnecessary. Because ouk experience 
in Coi.75-226 is that an agreement with counsel that is verbal is seaningless I'd 

specify that we preserve the right to discever further if it is necessary and intend 
to if it is necessary. 1 ‘this case ie going te go up on appeal 1 want a full end complete 
record, not what I've read about in the Maris and Bay decisions.


